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What are some common challenges
experienced by writers of theses / dissertations?
• Organizing the Thesis
• Managing the Thesis-Writing Process

ABCYA. Word clouds. https://www.abcya.com/games/word_clouds

This presentation will explore strategies for:

• Organizing the Thesis
• Managing the Thesis-Writing Process

Organizing the Thesis – Models
• Talk to your advisor / department
• Look in UofM Libraries’ MSpace
http://mspace.lib.umanitoba.ca/index.jsp

• Check out Theses Canada
https://www.bac-lac.gc.ca/eng/services/theses/Pages/search.aspx

Organizing the Thesis – Models: Look for . . .
• Structure / Organization
• Chapters (order, length, content)
• Headings, sections

• Scope
• How have others chosen to limit their projects

• Secondary Sources
• What kinds of sources? Within the field? Interdisciplinary?

• Scholarly context
• How do others position their work within the broader scholarship?
• How do they (effectively) show their engagement with the field?
• what phrases signal participation in the scholarly conversation?

Search by field
of research
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• Structure / Organization
• Chapters (order, length, content)
• Headings, sections

• Scope
• Secondary Sources
• Scholarly context

Sample master’s thesis table of contents
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Most thesis and dissertation proposals include an introduction and a review of relevant
studies on the topic. Most also include a formal or informal explanation of the methodology
that will be used. In the social sciences, these three elements are typically presented as
separate chapters. Notice the specific elements that are included in each chapter.

Sample master’s thesis table of contents

Refine to search by
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and advisor

Notice how this thesis combines the introduction and lit review into a single chapter,
which is common in some fields, especially in the physical and biological/medical sciences.

Sample doctoral dissertation table of contents
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Notice the increased length of chapters in a doctoral dissertation.

Once you have reviewed a few sample theses, you might find it helpful to sketch out
a draft table of contents, which you may want to discuss with your advisor.
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Self-Management & Writing: Making Progress!
Pause and think for a moment: What do you do
• to get started?
• to work through/past/around obstacles?
• to keep moving forward?

Common responses from graduate students in prior presentations

Self-Management & Writing: Making Progress!
• What do you do
• to get started?
• to work through/past/around obstacles?
• to keep moving forward?
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You might find it helpful to create a timeline with important dates and deadlines.

Self-Management & Writing: Making Progress!
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A – Course

H – Thesis proposal

O – Figure preparation

B – Student away

I – Thesis defense

P – Chapter(s) to advisor

C – Advisor away

J – REB submission

Q – Revisions

D – Conference CFP

K – Data collection

R – Thesis to committee

E – Conference

L – Data analysis

S – Thesis defense

F – Grant Application

M – Results chapter

T – Submission to FGS

G – Literature review

N – Discussion chapter

U – Convocation

Adapted from a timeline created by Dr. Dean Kriellaars, College of Rehabilitation Sciences, University of Manitoba

If your field has many funding options, such as archival research funding, you might find it
helpful to create a table to keep track of fellowship requirements and applications deadlines.

Self-Management & Writing: Making Progress!

Gantt Chart

allows you to track your progress toward multiple goals

Self-Management & Writing: Making Progress!
• Write every day and do it at an established / fixed time
• Pair writing with something you enjoy
• Build rewards into your schedule
• Use small blocks of time
• Break down thesis writing into small, manageable tasks
• Create deadlines for each task, chunk, and section
• Develop a support group
• Park (your writing brain) “on the downhill slope”

Adapted from Bolker, J. (1998). Writing your dissertation in fifteen minutes a day: A guide to starting,
revising, and finishing your doctoral thesis. Henry Holt and Company.
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• Develop a support group

• Park (your writing brain) “on the downhill slope”

Adapted from Bolker, J. (1998). Writing your dissertation in fifteen minutes a day: A guide to starting,
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The last full paragraph
completed during a
writing session.

Before ending a writing
session, write the first
sentence of the next
paragraph, and list the
main points that you
want to cover in that
paragraph.
You can also list
some ideas for any
subsequent
paragraphs that you
anticipate writing.

Woodward’s role as both participant in and first historian of the religious societies and SRMs has
perhaps led many English social and religious historians to accept Woodward’s explanations of the origins
for both and to elide the two societies on occasion. The claim of primacy appears justified with respect to
the SRMs, and even, at first glance, for the religious societies. A letter from Boston printed in A Help
alludes to the “orders” for the religious societies, presumably those of Woodward’s Poplar parish,
seemingly suggesting that the societies in Boston had copied their rules from those of the Poplar society:
Every day having heard and read some Accounts of the Religious Societies of Young Men in
London, they were encouraged to endeavour the like among them. And beyond their Expectation
(God working with them) prevailed with the greatest part of the Youth to form themselves into
Societies for Religious Exercises, signing some good Rules to be observed by them therein, much
like the Orders of the Societies of young Men in London.

Perhaps on account of this interpretation, English historians have tended assume that the religious
societies and SRMs on both side of the Atlantic . . .
- Overton
- Simon
- Portus
- Bullock
- Curtis and Speck
- Walsh?

American religious historians, however,...
- antinomianism
- Lovelace
-vs- Levin

My argument . . .

Self-Management & Writing: Making Progress!
• Use “free writing”
• Create diagrams or other schematics
• Begin anywhere / Move to a new section
• Go back to your notes – look for insights that you have
forgotten about
• Give up striving for perfection in your writing; remember,
writing is a process.
• Take a break

Adapted from Elbow, P. (1998). Writing with power: Techniques for mastering the writing process. (2nd
ed.). Oxford University Press.

Self-Management & Writing: Making Progress!
• Be organized from the start (as organized as you can be)
• Be systematic and consistent
• Be thorough - better to be safe than sorry
• Know the rules of your department, faculty, and the
university
• Leave out paraphrases/data/images/figures/quotes if you
can’t verify them or get permission to use them
• Ask! Ask! Ask!

Additional Campus Resources
• Your advisor and other faculty and students in your department
• Your department’s supplementary regulations (if any)
• Faculty of Graduate Studies Thesis Guidelines
http://umanitoba.ca/faculties/graduate_studies/thesis/index.html
• Libraries, Reference Librarians and library subject guides
http://libguides.lib.umanitoba.ca/
• Academic Learning Centre writing tutors https://umanitoba.ca/studentsupports/academic-supports/academic-learning
• Student Advocacy http://umanitoba.ca/student/advocacy/
• U of M Copyright Office http://umanitoba.ca/copyright/
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